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Abstract.
The Stockwell transform (ST) is a time-frequency signal decomposition that is gaining in popularity, likely because of
its direct relation with the Fourier Transform (FT). A discrete and non-redundant version of the ST, denoted the Discrete
Orthonormal Stockwell Transform (DOST), has made the use of the ST more feasible. However, the matrix multiplication
required by the DOST can still be a formidable computation, especially for high-dimensional data. Moreover, the symmetric
property of the ST and FT is not present in the DOST.
In this paper, we investigate a new Symmetric Discrete Orthonormal Stockwell Transform (SDOST) that still keeps the
non-redundant multiresolution features of the DOST, while maintaining a symmetry property similar to that of the FT.
First, we give a brief introduction for the ST and the DOST. Then we analyze the DOST coefﬁcients and modify the
transform to get a symmetric version. A small experiment shows that the SDOST has kept the abilities of the DOST and
demonstrates the advantage of symmetry when applying the SDOST.
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INTRODUCTION
The Stockwell transform (ST) is a multiresolution transform that represents a time signal in a time-frequencydomain,
and its coefﬁcients are conjugate symmetric for a real-valued input signal. However, the Discrete Orthonormal
Stockwell Transform (DOST) looses the symmetry because of how the time-frequencyspace is partitioned, making it
difﬁculttomanipulatethecoefﬁcientsforsomeapplications.Anon-redundanttime-frequencytransformthatmaintains
the symmetry property would make the application of the transform easier to apply, and faster to compute for real-
valued input signals. In this paper, we present a simple change to the current deﬁnition of the DOST, and propose the
Symmetric DOST (SDOST).
REVIEW OF THE STOCKWELL TRANSFORM AND THE DOST
The Stockwell transform, proposed in 1996 [1, 2, 3], gives a full time-frequency decomposition of a signal. Consider
a one-dimensionalfunction h(t). The Stockwell transform of h(t) is deﬁned as the FT of the product between h(t) and
a Gaussian window function,
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where f is the frequency, and t and t are both time. In this way, the ST decomposes a signal into temporal (t) and
frequency (f) components.
By the integral properties of the Gaussian function, the relation between S(t, f) and H(f) (the Fourier transform of
h(t)) is Z ¥
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S(t, f)dt = H(f). (2)
That is, the accumulation of the Stockwell decomposition over time yields the Fourier coefﬁcients of the signal,
highlighting a special feature of the Stockwell transform. Hence, the original function h(t) can be recovered by
calculating the inverse Fourier transform of H(f).Using the equivalent frequency domain deﬁnition of the Stockwell transform, the discrete Stockwell transform
(DST) [1] can be written
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for n  = 0, and for the n = 0 voice,
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which is analogous to the DC value of the FT.
The Stockwell transform has been applied in many ﬁelds such as geography [4, 5], engineering [6], and medical
imaging for human functional brain mapping [7].
From (1), it is obvious that the Stockwell transform is an overcomplete representation. For a signal of length N,
there are N2 DST coefﬁcients, but each one takes O(N) to compute, suggesting that computing all N2 coefﬁcients of
the DST has computational complexity of O(N3) . That makes the Stockwell transform expensive to be applied to
higher-dimensional cases. A more efﬁcient basis is needed to pursue this time-frequency decomposition.
The DOST is a pared-down version of the fully redundant ST [8]. Since lower frequencies have longer periods, it
stands to reason that lower frequencies can cope with lower sampling rates. Hence, the DOST subsamples the low
frequencies. Similarly, spans of high frequencies have higher sample rates.
The DOST basis vectors are deﬁned as
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for k = 0,    ,N −1, which can be summed analytically to
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where a = p(k/N −t/b) is the center of the temporal window and n indicates the center of each frequency band
voice with a bandwidth of b. To make the family of basis vectors in (6) orthonormal, the parameters, b, n and t have
to be chosen suitably [8]. Thus a signal of length N can be represented by the DOST with N complex coefﬁcients.
SYMMETRIC DOST
Unlike the FFT, the DOST coefﬁcients of a real-valued input signal are not conjugate symmetric. This means that in
real applications we have to calculate the positive frequency coefﬁcients and the negative part as well.
To make the idea more clear, Fig. 1 shows how the parameters n,b & t partition the time-frequency domain.
The partition corresponding to the DOST is shown in Fig. 1(a). Note that we are proposing a slightly different
parameterization than in [8], using non-integer values for n.
We discovered that we can achieve conjugate symmetry by modifying the DOST basis slightly, still maintaining its
orthogonality. We call this modiﬁed DOST the symmetric DOST (SDOST) in this paper. For real-valued signals, half
of the computation can be avoided if we use the symmetric DOST.
If we impose the conjugate symmetry requirement on our DOST coefﬁcients,
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then the basis functions for the SDOST are
S(kT)[n,b,t] = ie−ipt e−i2a(n−b/2)−e−i2a(n+b/2)
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where a = p(k/N−t/b) is the center of the temporal window.
Equivalently, this change of deﬁnition amounts to shifting the time-frequency partitions by 1/2 sample along the
frequency axis. To implement this alternative, we replace n by n +1/2 and use the same deﬁnition of the DOST as(a) Uniﬁed DOST. (b) Symmetric DOST
FIGURE 1. Partition diagram of the time-frequency domain. Each solid block corresponds to one DOST coefﬁcient. The arrows
in (a) show where we have modiﬁed the DOST by relaxing the integer constraint for n. In (b), the coefﬁcients for the SDOST are
shifted along the frequency axis by 1
2.
(6). We have veriﬁed that the orthonormal property is held for the basis vector of the symmetric DOST. The partition
over the time-frequency domain of SDOST is shown in Fig. 1(b).
We ﬁnd that, by taking advantage of the FFT, the DOST coefﬁcients can be calculated faster than by direct
calculation (normally ten times faster). The strategy for this speedup is showed in Fig. 2(a). We also ﬁnd that the
SDOST can be calculated in a similar way (Fig. 2(b)) by multiplying the signal by a phase ramp. Note that the system
matrix is slightly different for SDOST than for DOST. However, this transformation matrix is block-diagonal in both
cases. Despite the fact that the SDOST corresponds to a 1/2-sample shift along the frequency axis, there is no loss
of information to resampling because the shift is implemented (either implicitly or explicitly) using the Fourier shift
theorem.
(a) DOST. (b) SDOST
FIGURE 2. Calculation strategies of the DOST and the SDOST. The SDOST is equivalent to the shifted version of the DOST
with a different transfer matrix.
AN APPLICATION USING THE SYMMETRIC DOST
We designedanexperimenttotest ourmethodona commonsignal-processingtask, denoising.We constructeda signal
by combining sine waves. The signal starts with a sinusoid with amplitude 1 and a high frequency fhi, followed by a
period of low frequency flo, and ending with the same high frequency fhi. During the low frequency phase, we added
high frequencynoise with frequency fhi. Our goal was to remove the high frequencynoise without disturbing the high
frequency parts at the beginning and end.
We used ﬁlters on the FFT, the DOST and the SDOST coefﬁcients to try to remove the noise. From Fig. 3, we can
see that the FFT has failed because the frequency content of the noise is similar to that of part of our desired signal.
Due to the temporally localized nature of the frequency information, the DOST and the SDOST have both succeeded
by returning almost the same denoised signal.
If we comparethe denoisedsignal from the DOST to the SDOST more closely, the amplitude of the signal denoised
by DOST is diminished to 0.955, while the corresponding amplitude for SDOST is 0.968. Why? Manipulation of the
DOST coefﬁcients during the ﬁltering stage causes the reconstructed signal to no longer be real-valued; some of the
energy of the original signal has been dispersed to the imaginary part of the signal. It is not clear how one wouldimplementa ﬁlter on the DOST coefﬁcients so that the reconstructedsignal was real-valued.However,for the SDOST,
we can assign the coefﬁcients to zero symmetrically and get a real-valued signal after the reconstruction.
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(a) Original signal.
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(b) SDOST denoised signal.
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(c) DOST denoised signal.
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(d) FFT denoised signal.
FIGURE 3. Original signal and different versions of denoised signal.
FURTHER WORK
To compute the SDOST of a real-valuedsignal, we need to computeonly half of the coefﬁcients because the other half
can be derived very easily from the symmetry property. Moreover,the DOST coefﬁcients can be computed as a sparse
linear mapping on the FFT of the data. While the computational complexity with these improvements is still O(N2),
they may speedup computation of the DOST to a point where it is feasible in many more genres of application.
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